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December 4, 1964-February 7, 1986
We would like to honor Paul T. Murphy by reprinting the 1986 yearbook dedication for the 15th year anniversary of his passing.
On February 1, 1986, Paul collapsed in Towers Hall as a result of a congenital heart disease, with which he was born.
He lapsed into a coma, and passed away on February 7. To his parents, Daniel and Kathleen, and his brothers and sisters, Kevin,
Brian, Kathleen, Mary Ellen, Nancy, and Eileen, we offer you our sincerest condolences, and say thank you for sharing Paul with
us. He will live forever in our hearts.
As a Media Communications student at FSC Paul T. Murphy contributed a great deal to the college. He was more than
just an active part of the Media department. He was President of the Class of '86, as well as a Black & Gold Orientation leader,
sports editor of the DIAL, and a member of SGA. But above all that, he was a friend, and a very special one at that! He was, and
still is, an inspiration to us all. Paul touched a lot of lives in more ways than he'll ever know.
There seemed to be something magic about Paul. He had a special power which allowed him to be close to people. That
special power is called love. The love he shared with his family and friends could be seen in the way he lived. He was always
willing to help. If you needed a smile he would start in with his "Rowdy Roddy" imitations. If you needed to be serious, Paul
was all ears.
At Paul's memorial, "The Greatest Love of All" was sung by all present. Some of the lyrics in that song represent Paul's
life:
"I decided long ago never to walk in anyone's shadow; if I fail, if I succeed, at least I lived as I believe, no matter what
they take from me, they can't take away my dignity..."
Paul did live as he believd and he succeeded. Although his life was cut short, Paul lived a life full oflove and enthusiasm.
He had a right to be proud and we are proud also. The words of John F. Kennedy call up the memory of Paul's positive and
enthusiastic outlook on life, and remind us that we would do well to emulate him. "Some men see things as they are and say
why. I dream things that never were and say why not."
Chhsta Corrigan McAuliffe
September 2, 1948-January 28, 1986
We would like to honor Christa Corrigan McAuliffe by reprinting the 1986 yearbook dedicationfor the 15th year anniversary ofher passing.
Christa Corrigan McAuliffe grew up in Framingham and received her Bachelor's Degree from Framingham State College
in 1970. She lived in Concord, N.H. where she taught history. It was her interest in students that led her to apply for the position
of first teacher in space. In the final competition, Christa explained her hopes for the program. "I want to de-mystify NASA and
space flight," she said. "The astronauts are not really connecting with the average student in the classroom. I want students to see
and understand the special perspective of space and relate it to them."
Christa quickly earned the love of the nation with her enthusiasm and zest for life. She was a pioneer in every sense of
the word. People waited anxiously for Christa to teach from space; she was going to get her chance to "humanize the technology
of the space age."
Everyone's hopes were shattered in the tragic explosion of the space shuttle Challenger. Christa and the six other
astronauts on board were killed 75 seconds into their flight. A helpless nation watched in fear, anger, and disbelief.
Framingham State College suffered with the world. Christa had planned to speak at the graduation ceremonies in May.
Great plans had been made for a welcome back ceremony. In one devestating moment, everything was changed; FSC had lost a
hero.
Christa McAullife was a true hero. She was respected and admired by everyone. For Framingham State College students
she was a promise of future accomplishments. She proved to all that "the sky is no longer the limit."
Christa's ideas and spirit will always live on at Framingham State College. As we are a part of her past, she will always
be a part of our future. She has shown us how to "reach for the stars." Christa will always hold a special place in the hearts of the
class of 1986. In the words of her former student Jennifer LaPierre, we wish we had had the chance to say, "Hi, Christa. We're with
you all the way."
The 2001 Dial would like to reprint these 2 pagesfrom 1998 'and 1986's Dial
because we feel they hold the same meaning now as they did then.
We've all gotten an email at some point during our lives. Here is one email that many of us may
have recieved during our first year at F.S.C.:
Going to College is Easier than it Looks
You know, college can be a
really scary thing. It seems like
no matter how much you pre-
pare yourself to leave all the
people you love, it always
comes back to slap you in the
face. It's really scary when you
are sitting in your dorm room
one night, listening to the
Eagles, "Sad Cafe," and think-
ing, wow, these lyrics really are
powerful:
"Maybe time has gone, the
faces I recall. But things in this
life change very slowly, if they
change at all..."
The scary part being that we've
all been hit with change lately,
and it doesn't seem to have
come slowly at all. Do you
remember the day that you left
home? I'm sure that you do.
But I'll bet that what you re-
member even more clearly,
were the days in the week
before you left, you know, the
days you spent getting ad-
dresses and phone numbers and
trying to say goodbye to every-
one you have loved for as long
as you can remember. Do you
remember standing by your
best friend's car one night, after
midnight, trying to sum up the
meaning of the friendship
you'd manage to maintain
through thick and thin for four
years? Do you remember how
hard that was, to think how to
say goodbye to that person? It
was nearly impossible, wasn't
it, to give them that one last
hug and turn around and walk
back inside. I'll bet part of
what you remember was the
night before you left, kissing
your boyfriend or girlfriend
goodbye one last time, just
knowing that you'd turn
around and walk back inside
was almost motivation enough
not to leave. Stepping back to
take one last look at the person
you love—it's scary. And you
go, and you promise yourself
you won't find someone new.
You won't ever replace your
friends. You'll never fall in
love again. It's really crazy
what can happen when you
mean for them to. You get to a
new place full of strangers,
you meet people who forget
you, you forget people you
meet, but sometimes, you
come across some extraordi-
nary people. They have tears
to shed too. They left people
behind. They are in love with
that girl or guy back where
they used to live, and they all
want someone to talk to.
So you talk. Talk is good. You
form bonds you never thought
that you would form. You call
your old friends and tell them
about your new ones. Some-
times, they don't understand.
Sometimes, they hurt your
feelings. Sometimes, everyone
is a little bit jealous. You miss
your boyfriend. Or your girl-
friend. One day, you're sitting
in a park, thinking about that
stuff you really didn't want to
leave, and a stranger sits down
near you. Sometimes that per-
son stays a stranger. Other
times, you talk to him. Or you
talk to her. Sometimes you
experience things you never
wanted to happen. Sometimes
you are interested in someone
who isn't that person back
home. Sometimes college is
really complicated. Sometimes
you stay together. Sometimes
you break up. Sometimes you
think that you have done the
wrong thing by coming so far
away from home. And, some-
times, when you start thinking
like this, it's time to make a
change. So when this happens,
you sit down, put the Eagles in
the stereo, turn on "Sad Cafe,"
and wonder if you still recall all
the faces from your past.
Did You Know?
Horace Mann was named after
jthe Honorable Horace Mann?
I He was the first secretary of the
Massachusetts Board of Educa-
Ition.
The first Normal School build-
ing was on Lexington Common
in Lexington, MA.
Peirce Hall should be
pronouced "Purse" Hall.
Peirce Hall was named after the
Rev. Cyrus Peirce. He was the
first principal of the Normal
School.
In 1859, women teachers re-
ceived a monthly salary of
$5.38 and a man's salary for the
same position was $15.44,
In 1837, 60% of all Massachu-
setts teachers were women.
In 1837, there were only 6,000
teachers in Massachusetts.
The first Normal School
opened July 3, 1839 and the
class of 1 840 had only 24
students.
The price for board in 1940
was $2.00 a week and tuition
was free.
The hill Framingham State
College was built on is called
"Bare Hill."
Normal Hall was the first
building on FSC's campus.
The building no longer exists,
but May Hall is standing on
Normal Hall's former site.
Crocker Hall was named after
Miss Lucretia Crocker, class
of 1850. She was the first
woman supervisor of the
Boston Public Schools.
Framingham State College had
two-year programs as well as
four-year programs.
Room and board was only
$300.00 a year in the year
1938 and that included free
laundry.
In 1954, tuition was $100.00 a
year and room and board cost
$420.00.
The estimated cost of books
for the 1939 school year was
between $25.00 and $50.00.
The Commuter
Survival Guide by Jay
Newcomb, 1986
Rule 1 : Never look another
person in the eye.
Option A: Look at the sur-
rounding scenery.
Option B: Look past people
into the distance.
Option C: Look at the ground
in front of you.
Option D: Check the time.
Option E: Read a notebook.
Rule 2: If you do catch
someone's eye...
Option A: Smile warmly.
Option B: Pretend that you
didn't catch their eye.
Option C: Mention the
weather.
Option D: Ask for the time.
Rule 3: Be sure you are in the
right parking lot.
Option A: Admit that you are
in the wrong parking lot.
Option B: Pretend that you are
in the right parking lot.
Rule 4: Remember where you
parked the car.
Option A: Stop and look.
Option B: Make long sweep-
ing circles around the lot.
Rule 5: Remember which car
you brought to school.
Option A: Reach in your
pocket and look at your keys.
Option B: Search for every car











The Center of The Universe
94
Third Rock From The Sun
174
Inside the Space Station
190
RHA Boat Cruise April 20, 2001





In the 1999-2000 school year, Frank Santos came once
again, astounding the audience. Girls were singing and
dancing, while the guys showed off their muscles in the
"Mr. Universe" Pageant. Bobby Walmsley wowed the
audience with his rousing rendition of "Condom Man."
Frank Santos
| 2001 i




Martha towards the end! Talking when he shouldn't. Should he be considering a




























































































































































































































Head Coach: Mike Strachan































































Head Coach: Christine Bebas



















































Head Coach: Brad Alexander











































Head Coach: Stephanie Bunker
Hockey
































Head Coach: Ken Gouveia
Assistant Coaches: Paul Brasells, Matt Wheeler
INMEMORY
OF BEN BRADLEY
October 18, 1981 - April 16, 2001
The following quotations are exerpts from the April 20, 2001 and April 27, 2001 Gateposts, composed by
Joyce Kelly and Jamie Youlder.
"He was a quiet likeable kid with lots of friends. He was one of the nicest kids you would ever want to
know."
-Ken Gouveia. Head Hockey Coach
"I'll miss his personality and his ability to click with everybody."
-Dan Richard, Teammate
"We Luant people to remember him, think of him. laugh at something stupid that might make them think of
him."
-Erin Bradley, Ben's older sister
"I said to myself how could one so young have made so many people love him in so short a time? But
clearly, he had."




























Head Coach: Peter Kelley




















Head Coach: James Gallivan
Assistant Coaches: Christina Bebas, John Case, Jim Hurley 29
Baseball


























Head Coach: Mike Sarno
Assistant Coaches: Mike Connor, Joe Chiodo































rlead Coach: Robert Richardson
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President Helen Heinemen
lllil sssm B
Cynthia Forrest, Dean of Student Services
34
Vice President of Academic Affairs Office: Natalie Mullen,
Bridget Bauman, Arthur Doyle (Vice President), Patricia Plummer
5ack: Glen Cochran (Residence Life), Rita Sheppard (Health Services),
ulie Bell-Elkins (Social Issues and Wellness), Brad Medeiro (Campus
safety)
;ront: Rachel Lucking (Student Involvement), Cynthia Forrest, Marie
|/Iarguies-Ellias (Counseling Center), Angeline Lopes (Assistant Dean)
Karen McCarthy, Student Government
Association
klarilyri Foley, Director of the Alumni
ssociation
Counseling Center: Paul Welch, Dolores Dorsey, Jesse Harmon
35
Scott Greenberg, Dean of Graduate and Continuing Education Chet Rosky, Dean of Graduate and Continuin
Education (Retired September 2000)
Bonnie Mitchell, Director of the Library
36
Financial Aid- Dianne Boyle, Susan Lanzillo (Director), Donna Delahanl
development Office- Barbara Magovsky, Richard Iacobucci (Director),
oan Kelly
Shakira King, Residence Director
iafaela Rodriguez, Pierce Hall Maintaince Katherine Geoghegan, Residence Director
37
Career Services- Carol Spector (Director), Marian Gibson, Kendra Kruger Health Services- Back: Rita Sheppard
(Director), Francine Whittington, Cheryl
Kavanagh, Front: Maryanne Woodruff
Center for Academic Technology: Romeo
Marquis, Andrea Pickles
38
Admissions- Back: Judith Mayo, Dianna Noletti, Lola Deneault,
Liz Canella, Shayna Bailey, Front: Nancy Gallick, Vicky Ohene-Matia,
Mary Ellen Thibault, Pamela Hawkins
lose Camarena and Edith Brown, Food Services Patricia Ott, Food Services
in Cronin, Registrar's Office Thomas Kelley (Director), Athletics
aha.
39
Spencer Blakeslee, Sociology Suban Krishnamoorthy (Chair), Mohideen Ibramsha, Computer Science at
40
hysics and Earth Sciences Department- Left to Right: Paul Peterson (Chair)
Kristin Lester, Carol Hildreth, Beverly Spence, Margaret Lidback
Paul Peterson (Chair), Physics and Earth Sciences
athy Buydoso (Chair), Education Education Department- Claire Graham, Katherine Hubbard, Diane Lowe,
Robert Grant, Cathy Buydoso (Chair), Joseph Caruso, Jeanne Canelli
41
President Helen Heineman and Josephine Reiter, Art and Music Edward Melegian, Art and Music
Doris Birmingham, Art and Music Nursing Department- Back: Stephen Bolio, Cecilia Sederman,
Front: Sandra Austin, Dolores Torti (Chair), Susan Conrad
42
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Marguerite Mahler, Modern Languages Rebecca Taylor, Family and Consumer Sciences
dith Flynn, Family and Consumer Sciences Mathematics Department- Back: Mohammad Salmassi, Walter Czarnec (Chair),
Ken Preskenis, Ned Price, Thomas Koshy,
Front: Sonja Sandberg, Sarah Mabrouk, Joyce Cutler, Anita Goldner
43
Communication Arts Department- Robert Johnson, James Janack,
Leslie Starobin, Gene Michaud, Margorie Sudmyer, Robert Alter
George Jarnis, Government
Alan Feldman, English Louis Farina, Business Administration and Michael White, Geography
44
jlhemistry Department- Back: Richard Milazewski, Larry Simonson,
Cevin Whitburn, Front: Robert Beck, Brenda Braaten, Carol Russell (Chair),
ean Anes
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Horace Mann, Pierce Hall and Linsley Hall Resident Advisors
Back: Kristopher Soberano, Aaron Snyder, Justin Redden, Jennifer Hosman,
Katherine Geoghegan (RD); Front: Donna Mahan, Colleen Brady, Marie Miscia,
Shelly R. Layne, Elsa DePina, Lentz Pean
Larned Hall Resident Advisors
Back: Kevin Kuthan, Jean Connally; Middle: Nyisha Thema, Rejeanne Jode, Leah LaCross,
Teri Medas; Front: Jose Moreno, Ashley Madore, Amy Fonder (RD), Kate Lynch, Steve Vincent
48
O'Connor Hall Resident Advisors
Back: Samantha "Twiggy" Lord, Sara McDonald, Kim Gagliardi; Middle: Ryan Chevalier,
Johanna Bak, Shakira King (RD); Front: Rebecca Lord, Kelly Lepore, Jill Gardosik, Rejine Jode






ES.C. Dance Club's Fall Show
52
Models for Culure in Effect's Fashion Show.
o
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S.U.A.B. members, volunteers, and Sitting around, having lunch,
members of the music group, Sister Hazel.
Watching... wondering what's happening. "Hmmm....what's for lunch today?'
60
ACTIVITIES
I thought lunch was supposed to be better Amnesty International's Candice
than usual today. DeYoung provides snow cones for all!
Hanging around with friends "What song will I play next?" WDJM
provides music for Sandbox 2001.
61
Slaving over a hot grill. Kaitlyn Scherer, Sandbox Chair, has
her palm read.
Jenny Hosman and friend. Ian Mendiola climbs the rock wall.
62
Waiting for some action at the
Hilltop Player's fundraising table.
Elijah McNeal fixes himself
some lunch.
Tm gonna knock you out!'
Getting a nice back massge.
63
ii£b
Take that!' 'She broke my nose!
I'm the queen of oversize boxing! Woman gets back at man. Finally.
64
The Active Sociologist's F.S.C. van.
ready to be smashed.
Adam "Fitch" Procter takes a swing
at the van.
Students enjoy breaking things and
taking out their final exam anxieties.
This is for everyone I'm mad at!'
65
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The Ecumenical Center has finally been finished and the new win-
dows were put in the College Center, but what about the gym? Will it
be finished before we're eligible for social security? The gym was
originally slated for construction ending in the Fall of 1999. At
present, the exterior of the building has been finished, but the inside is
slowly crawling along.
Ah, yes! The shuttle bus...running.
'Where everybody knows your name.
The President's House: What will become of it?
How much are you getting for your books?
May Hall:
An Architectural Beauty 69
**
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Residence Life is an intregal part
of many people's college
experience. It is our home away
from home, the places where
lasting friendships are built, and
our support system when we need
help. Learning to live with other
people is not an easy task, but
Residence Halls make it fun.
71
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Linsley/Horace Mann/Peirce RA/RD staff
Back: Kristoper Soberano, Aaron Snyder,
Justin Redden, Jennifer Hosman,
Katherine Geoghegan (RD)
Front: Donna Mahan, Colleen Brady, Marie Miscia,
Shelly R. Layne, Elsa DePina, Lentz Pean
Larned RA/RD staff
Back: Kevin Kuthan, Jean Connally
Middle: Nyisha Thema, Rejeanne Jode,
Leah LaCross, Teri Medas
Front: Jose Moreno, Ashley Madore,
Amy Fonder (RD), Kate Lynch, Steve Vincent
Please Accompany All Guests.
Even into the bathroom stall...
Nice guy on campus: Desk Attendent in Larned
Confiscation
Colleen Brady: After she dug her car out
(and still smiling)!
Brownout...You may lose your lights.
O'Connor RA/RD staff
Back: Samantha'Twiggy" Lord, Sara McDonald, Kim Gagliardi
Middle: Ryan Chevalier, Johanna Bak, Shakira King (RD)
Bottom: Rebecca Lord, Kelly Lepore, Jill Gardosik, Rejine Jode
Attention all Resident Students: If you are
parked in Maple Field #1 and #2, you need
to move your car now and move it back in
five minutes... because IT MAY SNOW!!!
Attention all Resident Students: If you are
parked in Union Ave Lot, you need to move
your car in about three days and then move it
back some other time or you'll be stuck...
DASH
PASS
Resident Maple Field #1
TICKET
TOW
Maynard Street Lot: Where you circle like vultures for "THE PERFECT
SPACE" and then move in for the kill...
The Commuter Cafe
Rafael, Sodexho Marriott Chef
^^H 1
. ''*
Looking out over the commuter cafe.
Students, students, everywhere, but not a free table to
be found!
That will be $0.95 for the hot chocolate, please.
Special dinner in the resident cafe. Lunch in the resident cafe.
74
Mike Pennini, setting up the coffee pots. Geography majors Jeff Gammon, Chris Hendricks,
and Justin Flibott just kickin' back.
Sleeping in the library.












Kelly: So friendly and
helpful
Career Day: Tracy gets caught off
guard, while Paula takes notice,
and the Environmental









Elijah and Amy, I meanMike Myers,
>roviding music for the evenin
Doyawannaleime?
Kate, Elsie, Cindy, and Yukiko having a
blast!
Elsie, Nicole, and Kate Who is that masked
ready to take your man?
ticket!
These students really
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Welcome to Senior Kickoff
.








L-R: Tom Kelly, Bobby Walmsley,
Dan DeMille, Beth Reardon, Nick








Make it a Bud.
We can't wait for May 27th!
Do the hustle..,
f^-S>^s^-^-^?




and the gang just
hangin' out.
CLASS OF
Jen and friend smile for the camera.
97
SENIOR KICKOFF
All smiles as the drinks go down.
98
NOVEMBER 9, 2000
Kool and The Gang
Have another one!






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Karen Hayes (right) and friend
hanging out in McCarthy's Pub.
Julie Feener (right) and friends
"hamming" it up for the camera!






Seniors kicked off the week starting with a boat
cruise around Boston Harbor on the Spirit of Boston.
The next day was graduation rehearsal and FSC's
annual senior barbeque. Unfortunately, due to rain,
the barbeque was held indoors. But everyone had
just as much fun indoors as they would have had
outside! To end the week, we went to a Red Sox
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A Message from the President of the Student Government Association...
Graduation. A day of reward for those difficult days that we were sick, tired or just plain feeling
lazy. A day of reward for those long walks up Maynard Hill on a bitter cold day in the middle of a
harsh New England winter. A day of reward for those evenings when friends wanted to go out to
see the latest movie but we stayed in and labored through a research paper. A day of reward for
completing the general education goals that struck fear into our hearts on orientation day.
Graduation day quite simply is a day of reward.
In attempting to define the class of 2001 for the Dial Yearbook this letter will avoid common
graduation cliches such as "everything I needed to know I learned in Kindergarten" or "always
wear sunscreen." If you are expecting something profound or remotely sappy please turn the page.
Rather this will focus on what exactly it is Framingham State has prepared us for: the future.
Our lives will require the ability to deal with massive change. Perhaps the most important changes
and contributions that our generaton will have within our collective reach is to expand opportunity,
strenthen community, and broaden the scope of freedom. Presently we are entering into a world
that faces major problems with environment, world peace, and poverty. To illustrate the point of
how these major problems converge, consider this. The greatest threat that the United States will
face in terms of national security in the next fifteen years is the lack of safe drinking water in the
world.
As a civilization, it is time for our generation to engineer a new world. As college graduates we are
truly a priveleged group. Considering that less than 1% of the world's population has any sort of
college degree, we have an obligation to use this privelege to help others. For, if we as a class fail to
do so, we will have ultimately failed as human beings and the results will have disasterous
ramifications for the future.
To engineer a new world we must stop trying to apply outdated solutions to present probelms. We
must begin to focus our solutions past the outdated approaches of Sir Isaac Newton. As a society
we must begin to think historically and approach problems with the goal of win-win solutions. The
questions that we must ask of ourselves in all aspects of our lives are threefold. First, does this
action broaden the circle of opportunity for all? Second, does this action strengthen community?
Third, does this action contribute to the freedom of the individual to make healthy choices?
At each major turning point in history a generation has raised itself to match the challeges that it is
confronted with. I have faith that our generation will be no different. Our victories will be unlike
those of our grandparents that occurred on the beaches of Normandy. Our victories may be subtle
and there may not be great monuments
constructed to commemorate them. No
generation in the history of the Earth has faced
the problems that confront us and no generation
has been better prepared to solve them. A new
World is within our reach and our struggle to





I am happy to send my very best wishes to the seniors, the
graduating Class of 2001. As I told you on Graduation Day,
something momentous has happened to you at Framingham
State College. You have received an excellent liberal arts
education. You have been introduced to the life of the mind,
and your horizons have broadened. This publication, the
Dial, should remind you of some of the ingredients of that
momentous experience, from the classroom, to the cafeteria
to the athletic fields. They say a picture is worth a thousand
words. I hope that the pictures and words of this publication
in the years to come will bring back many happy memories
of your time at Framingham State College. In the words of a










Dean of Student Services
Framingham State College
Best wishes as you launch your professional \ l0°
State Street > R ° Box 9101
\ Framingham, MA 01701-9101
lives!!! We invite you to stay in touch with I phone: 508-626-4596
the College. We also encourage you to let
the staff in the Office of Career Services
know of each career move you make and join




















We are here for you after graduation and beyond!
Stay connected with FASTNET!
(The Framingham Alumni STudent NETwork)
Contact our office for more information:
Career Services
Room 507 of the College Center
Phone: 508-626-4625
www.framingham.edu
WE ARE OPEN YEAR-ROUND!
Missi you deserve all the credit and ive
couldn't be moreproud ofyou. The
baby ofour family, our third
college graduate, and you did it with
style. No one ucorhs harder, enjoys life
as you do, and deserves nothing but
the best life has to offer. You have our
admiration and our endless love.
ILoveMom + Dad
177
Continue to Reach For The Stars !
LOVE, MOM + THE GANG
178
Christine,
How proud we are of you and for
all that you've accomplished.
Love,






Good luck in all that you choose to
pursue. You will excell, as seen in
your stellar performances on
this campus!














W e are very proud of your
E xceUent work and wish you
S uccess for the future.
love you,




in the powet ifOK have
to control ifowi own lifie day by day--
^•o? things will woik out
i-fj you trust and believe






Our love and best wishes to a fine young man
who has given his best. We wish you a lifetime oJ
continued happiness and success in all that you
do. We love you and we are very proud ofyour
hard work.




I am so proud of your
achievements.
I hope all your dreams
come true.
Congratulations + best





Mom and Dad are so proud of the both
of you. You made it! Happy Graduation!
Dear Meg,
I always knew you
couddoit andFll
never stop believing in
you. You go girl!
Love, Mom
Congratulations Jen Brown!
"Teachers get the best from their
students when they give the best
of themselves." You have always
given your best and achieved so
much. We are so proud of you.
What a wonderful educator you
will be!
Love,






We are so proud of you, Stacey. You
worked so hard and strived not only just
to graduate but to do it with honors. You
have beauty, poise and brains. Use them




May everything you do give you




Dad, Mom & Bobby
'Oh The Places You'll Go!'
Vanessa Lynn
You are off and on your way.
May all your new adventures be exciting
And successful.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Hugs and Kisses
Mom, Dad, Jessica, and Paul
We are so very proud of your accom-
plishments and the wonderful per-
son you have matured into!
We know that you will go out into





Attitude is so important-we love your style/
Congratulations and best wishes for success
and balance in your life.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jamie & Brian
"Do what you love,
ILove what you do,
And deliver more than you promise... ."
Harvey McKay
^Congratulations Adam and Jesse!
iWe are so proud of you both.
Love,
Mom and Dad 183
tyutle Ctoltlns keener
^Ckank ifou fioz all the
wondet^ul memories
you have $lven us,
YOc love you!
'ZW & /Kom





We are so proud.
May you always be
happy.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kristen
Congratulations, Jeff! We are so proud of you!
As you begin a new chapter in your life's
story, may you be blessed with much love,
laughter, and success.





Dear Donielle, we are so incredibly proud of you
it is hard to put into words. Remember when
you started college and we were nervous
whether you would like being away from
home? And that first year you were coming
home every month and one of us would meet
you in the city or at the airport. Each year after
that you became more and more independent
and we would proudly tell everyone where you
were going to college and that you didn't come
home that often. Now you have graduated and
can do anything you want. We love you very
much and will support you in anything that you
do.




You may not know all that
the world has to offer
but we know that the world
will be a better place
because of what you have to offer
you may not know which path
to follow but we know that you
will listen to your own heart
for it will never lie
you may question what you
already have accomplished
but we know you will
never doubt what you can
do
as of all your tomorrows
open themselves to you
never forget how proud
we are of you and
how much we all love you
yesterday, today, and always.
May all your dreams in your
heart come true
congratulations Lisa
Love, mom, dad, chris, &
dan, Gram, papa, GramE
( Congratulations Kristi!
' You had a dream, you went after it and you achieved
success. Your family is SO very proud of you. You
I have certainly worked hard at being the very best that
]
you can be. As we recall your childhood days when you
I were involved in cheerleading, sports, and dancing for
13 years, words cannot express the emotions we felt as
\ we watched you perform and develop into whom you
have become.
You will always be a very rich person, for true richness
is measured in the many qualities you possess. As you
go through different stages of life, you should be aware
that there may be times when you feel scared and
confused. But with your strength, dedication and val-
ues, your endeavors will always be successful.
We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Brothers Kevin & Kurt
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We don't know which is funnier...
the claw thing or the gym situation
'Help me! I'm stuck!
V B
...OOPS!
We're not sure what Julie
Feener (top) was trying to do.
"Inch by inch, row by row, we're
gonna make that new gym grow,
all it takes is a rake and a hoe,
and a piece of fertile ground..."











My years at F.S.C. have been the most fun and interesting that I have ever had. I've learned so much
academically and personally. I will miss F.S.C, and will treasure my short time in this wonderful place.
Welcome to Worcester! Dollar twenty-five please. The people whom I want to thank for making this
long, strange trip possible are: my mother- 1 would have lost my sanity if not for her advice, my sister- she':
my closest friend (even when she doesn't wanna!), Grandma- I wouldn't be here if not for her, Nicky- The
best buddy a girl could have and she cooks too!!!, Amy- What up with G, Heartbreakers, thanks for good
times and help, Sue- Tangy mushrooms rule forever!, Erica- The best roommate I never had! And a great
friend!, Katie Conn- 1 STILL have the blackmail pics of u n Sue and I'm glad that we're still close, Katie MA
Three strikes and you're out! No more trips to Connecticut!!, Robin- A great friend and the best advice book
a person could have, Jaime-You've got a friend in me, Bobby- For finally getting me the tape, Kelly- For
being so great and giving us 210% of what we needed, Shawna, Jeff, Akane, Amy, Sean, Dom, Jen, and Jen-
For making a great major even better, Professors Hartwick, Abdelgadier, White, and Ambacher- For
inspiring me to want to teach at the college level, Sue Sporte and Karen McCarthy- For being the most
supportive staff, and to all of the faculty- We support you and respect you.
And, last but definitely not least, to my heart and soul, Dann- a beautiful person and the best boyfriend a
girl could have. Sonny, you complete me.
LOOK WHAT I CAN DO! SUPERSTAR! Peirce Out!
-NICOLE LEVITRE =)
It's been a great four years for me here at F.S.C. It's been a lot of fun for me, I met a lot
of.. .unique. ..people, made some friends, and yes, mom and dad, I did go to class and study hard! I began to
find exactly who I was, and explore my full potential in SUAB, WDJM, The Gatepost, NBS, Newman Asso-
ciation, and SGA. I also learned that there was more to college that just studying. (There will be no inter-
preting this statement, thank you!) Even though I'll miss my underclassmen friends and the clubs I was in,
I know it's time to go out and explore the world in full depth. I've had a good run here, and I wouldn't
change a minute of it. Mum, Da, I can't thank you both enough for all that you've done for me while I've
been in school. I know it's hard because I'm the oldest and the first bird out of the nest, so to speak, but
you've both taught and given me so much and I'll never forget that. Mum thanks for all the food you sent
back to school with me and for the phone calls you would give me during the week, dishing the latest
gossip and news from home. You are smarter than you think, Mum. Don't sell yourself short. Da, thanks
for all the BC hockey games, my car and going with me to the ZZ Top/Lynyrd Skynyrd Concert because
you didn't want me to go alone. You are truly a good and kind man, Da. I love you both very much. Emily,
Kate, and Mary, you three always knew how to keep life at home...interesting on a daily basis! You'll all dc
fine in life. I love you three! Emily, good luck at Salem and in theatre, kid! DON'T DYE YOUR HAIR ANY
MORE, PLEASE!!! Kate, thanks for all the delightful instant messages you sent me, at night, on my com-
puter. Enjoy your senior year of high school! Mary, although you are in junior high right now, I have a
feeling you'll be able to beat down any obstacles that come at you in life. Looking at you is like looking at a
little reflection of myself. To my friends: Nicole, thanks for showing me the relaxed side of life. CM, thanks
for sitting in on my show once in a while and making the Gatepost nights both interesting and philosophi-
cal at times. Sophie, good luck with the rest of your college career and life. I'll miss talking to you at lunch.
Elsie, que pasa? Adios, amiga! It's been a lot of fun! My dad has a favorite quote from the movie The Paper
Chase: "You come in here with a head full of mush and you leave thinking like a lawyer." To slightly re-
work this quote, I came in here with a head full of mush and I will leave here thinking like a radio dj, a
journalist, a writer, a graduated English major, and, most importantly, a better human being. (For a little
while after I graduate though, my brains will still be mush!) -AMY PADDEN BA )
"Destination anywhere, so far gone I'm almost there. Can't you see I can't deny I'm out ofhere like I'm on fire..."




Attending Framingham State College has had a significant impact on my life. A few people have
ihelped make my college years memorable and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them. I came
ihere with the intention of being a teacher, but realized that teaching just wasn't for me. I realized that my
itrue calling was in psychology. I have always wanted to help people, and psychology always interested me.
When I changed majors, I was given a very good advisor, Dr. Donohue. While he may not remember
inames, he was good at keeping track of how many classes I had left and what I needed to take. I also had
Ithe good fortune to have him as my teacher, and while the class was tough, he made it fun to learn with his
personal anecdotes.
Another professor that made an impact was Dr. Lidback. She really taught me a lot about geology. I
already had an interest in the subject, but she made it all that much more interesting. I worked really hard
tin her class, and for the first time, my grade reflected the effort I made. She is a tough teacher, but she
imakes you want to learn and study hard.
Another professor that impacted me was Dr. Flanagan. Her class taught me a lot about the
psychology of children. Her teaching style was different; she made classes fun to attend and learning inter-
esting. She had a big influence on me and what I want to do after graduation. I knew I wanted to work
with children, but she inspired me to have the drive to go for my doctorate and have my own practice.
I would also like to thank Kelly, who really showed me about the yearbook. I had never worked on
•one before, and she and our liason, Arnie, really showed me what it is all about.
Someone who played a big part in making my time here at FSC much easier was my best friend,
Nicole LeVitre. Even with the lack of bonding between residents and commuters, she showed me where
(things are on campus and what was going on that I would not have known about otherwise. She got me
[involved in things that I definitely would not have been involved in. Through her, I have met many people
Ithat I may not have met before. It is a great feeling to be walking around campus and hear "hi," only to find
out it is someone I met through her. I feel that she played a big part in making my time here fun and
exciting. She was there for me whenever I needed an ear, and I for her. She doesn't know how much she
means to me, and words can never express it. I am hoping our lifelong friendship will attest to that.
I would also like to thank my family; they have been instrumental in my success. My parents pushed
trie when needed but let me make my own decisions; when I changed majors so late in my college career
hey did not tell me what to do, no matter how long it took me to finish. My sister Kasten is also very proud
Df me, and while she may appear to be hard on me at times, she has been really helpful. I know that both of
my parents are proud of what I accomplished in my college career. Finally, I would like to thank everyone
who has made my long, strange trip a better experience. I am proud to say these have been the happiest
/ears of my life.
MMICOLA KENIG
The Dial would once more like to congratulate the Class
Df 2001 on a job well done. We wish you luck in the
future...and keep in touch!!!!
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The Road Not Taken
"TWO ROADS DIVERGED IN A YELLOW WOOD,
And sorry i could not travel both
And be one traveller, long i stood
And looked down as far as i could.
TWO ROADS DIVERGED IN A WOOD, AND I-
I TOOK THE ONE LESS TRAVELED BY,













Q The Millennium Bridge, a
footbridge across the River Thames
connecting London's St. Paul
Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art
Gallery, opens in June. It is the first
bridge to be built over the Thames
in 100 years.
D Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and
England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both
governments eventually promise relief.
H Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin
is sworn into office as Russia's new
president in May 2000, succeeding
long-time leader Boris Yeltsin.
Despite fears of an authoritarian
style, Putin's public approval ratings
remain high.
>'
A Floods in Southeast Asia are
caused by days of pounding rain.
Millions are forced to leave their
homes and more than a thousand




A President Clinton travels to
Southeast Asia in November to help
mend relations between the United
States and Vietnam. He is the first
U.S. president to visit Vietnam since
the end of the war in 1975.
M
A A cable car carrying skiers
and snowboarders in Austria
catches fire inside a tunnel,
killing more than 150 people
on board. It is the worst Alpine
disaster in the country's history.
A Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic is ousted from office in
October, ending 13 years of violent


















President Clinton makes a last-
ditch effort to broker a Middle East
peace deal before his term ends
in January 2001 by drafting a plan for
leaders of both Israel and Palestine
to review. Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser
Arafat agree to review Clinton's
proposal, but no deal is signed
before month's end.
A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet
crashes during takeoff in Taiwan,
killing 81 of the 179 people on board.
In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses
the wrong runway and collides with
construction equipment.
Q Canada mourns the death of former
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who
served the country for nearly 16 years.
Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered
for his flamboyant style and his




S3 In August, the Russian nuclear submarine
Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea
after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew
members are killed.
FLASH >>>
D Two hundred North and South
Koreans separated from family
members since the 1950-1953
Korean war reunite in August. The
four-day visits are a goodwill gesture
by both countries' leaders, who met
for the first time in June.
AIDS reaches epidemic proportions
in southern Africa. Leaders and
citizens throughout the world
conduct a massive educational
campaign on World AIDS Day
December 1 to teach people about
the disease that is killing 6,000
sub-Saharan Africans each day.
Uganda is struck by an occurrence
of the deadly Ebola virus that is
linked to more than 100 deaths.
The outbreak is traced to a Gulu
woman who died in September
and whose body infected other




A in January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude
earthquake devastates Gujarat in
western India. The huge quake
causes an estimated $5.5 billion
in damages and kills more than
20,000 people.
A In August, Somalia elects its first
president in nine years. President
Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises
to bring peace and economic
recovery to the African nation.
A Former Coca-Cola executive
Vicente Fox, of the National
Action Party, is elected president




A More than 150 world leaders meet
at the U.N. Millennium Summit in
September to discuss war, poverty,
disease and other global problems.
The meeting is the largest gathering
of world leaders in history.
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S3 The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between
Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli
opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28
is claimed to have sparked the fighting.
D In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes
outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which
punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
2000-2001
NEWS
Missoulian, Michael Gallacher/AP/Wide World Photos
M The U.S. Senate passes the
Permanent Normal Trade Relations
in September to open up trade
between the United States and China.
The bill is expected to increase U.S.
exports by $13 billion annually.
J D In the worst forest tire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters
battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires
burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.
D Firestone initiates the largest tire
recall in history after dozens of
rollover accidents appear to be
caused by faulty treads. At least 148
deaths in the United States are linked
to the defective tires, although other
problems with sport utility vehicles
also are under investigation.
K
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A Summer air travelers wait out
some of the worst flight delays on
record. Bad weather and heavy air
traffic cause delays that reach a
peak in June, when only 66% of
the flights arrive on time.
A Illegal downloading and missing
computer tapes threaten the security
of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons
lab in New Mexico. Several
workers at the lab are penalized
for mishandling nuclear secrets.
A The Women's Museum: An
Institute for the Future opens in
September in Dallas. The museum
profiles 3,000 remarkable
American women and features







ordered by a federal
district judge in June
to break into two
separate companies.
Company chairman
Bill Gates files for
an appeal.
A wave of Internet startup
companies, once the darlings
of the online economy, file for
bankruptcy after falling short
of stockholders' earnings
expectations. The NASDAQ stock
exchange, where most dot-coms
are traded, loses 39% of its value
for the year.
Millions of Californians go for hours
without power in January 2001 as
utility companies cut off electrical
supply due to low reserves. The
crisis, blamed on aging generating
plants, deregulation, soaring
wholesale prices and debt-ridden
utilities, spurs other states to
begin devising prevention plans.
A Many brands of taco shells and
corn chips are pulled from store
shelves and restaurants after a
consumer group detects traces
of genetically modified corn not
approved for human consumption.
53 The Oklahoma City National
Memorial is unveiled in April 2000.
The memorial is built to honor the 168
people who died in the 1995 bombing
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
» 1 2000-2001 ^
GOVERNMENT POLITICS BUSINESS
Amy Sancetta/APWide World Photos
Q On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in
limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount
ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral
votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins
Florida which gives him a narrow victory.
FLASH >>>
D In the closest presidential election
in more than 100 years, Republican
George W. Bush of Texas beats
Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee.
The race isn't decided until 36 days
after the popular election, when
Florida's hotly contested \\ Hl\W*
25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.
On election night, several TV
networks prematurely declare Al Gore
the winner in Florida, only later to
reverse themselves, twice. The
fiasco confirms many Americans'
distrust of polling and early "calling"
of elections.
In one of his first duties as President-
elect, George W. Bush nominates
Colin Powell to be Secretary of State.
The four-star Army General becomes
the first African-American in history





a comeback as an
economical alternative
to cell phones. The new
generation talkies come
in wild styles and have
a range of two or
more miles.
H In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole,
dramatizing concerns about global warming.
-v\
Q New photos of fiery streams of gas
that can reach 300,000 miles high may
explain why the sun's atmosphere is
hotter than its surface.
A In July, Stephen King shakes up
the publishing world by releasing
one of the first online books, The
Plant. More than 150,000 copies
are downloaded the first week at
$1 per chapter.
A in a Guatemalan jungle,
archeologists uncover remains of an
ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than
two football fields, the palace is one
of the largest ever discovered.
A internet appliances that provide
surfing and e-mailing capabilities
make their way to homes and schools.
The devices offer less expensive
Internet access to consumers without
home computers.
A In 2000, more than 200 animal
species join the Iberian Lynx on the
World Conservation Union's List of
Threatened Species. Their addition
brings the world total to 11,046 plants














for shares of the teen
and business markets.
Paleontologists identify a new
species of dinosaur from fossils
found in northern Italy. The
26-foot-long, meat-eating
Saltriosaur is one of the world's
oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200
million years.
Scientists are forced to rethink the
traditional definitions of a star and
planet when 18 massive planet-like
bodies that don't revolve around
a sun are discovered in the Sigma
Orionis cluster.
Final touches are made to the
International Space Station for its
first residents. American astronaut
Bill Shepherd and two Russian
cosmonauts live on the space station





Q Wireless devices that send
real-time personal messages
between users become the latest
communication craze. The "instant
messages" can be typed, written or
spoken, depending on the brand,
and devices cost less than $100.
Q In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric
hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor
and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per
gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.
FLASH >>>
New Internet domain names are
created to lessen the load on the
old .com standard. The new names,
slated for use in mid-2001, include
.info for general use, .biz for
businesses, .name for individuals
and .pro for professionals.
Scientists complete a rough "map"
of the genetic code that makes
a person human. The map will aid
in the detection and prevention of
cancer and other illnesses.
Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in
November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per
hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston
with other routes planned for coming years.
2000-2001
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Q New prepaid credit cards and
online credit lines are the latest
high-tech means for parents to
control their teens' spending.
Depending on the account, parents
determine the spending limit or
the online stores where the money
can be spent and receive monthly
statements ot purchases made.
Q A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own
sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users
can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and
personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.
E MH-18, billed as the first national
lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to
18, hits newsstands in August. The
Men's Health offshoot covers sports,
fitness, school, relationships and
issues teenage boys face growing up.
D Wordstretch bracelets become
a trendy accessory in Hollywood
and around the nation. The
multi-colored elastic bands come
inscribed with "Call me," "Money is
overrated," "Snap out of it" and





Q Message T-shirts become fashion statements
among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey
Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos
that appear on the popular shirts. By the end of 2000, an estimated
75% of U.S. universities offer
courses online and more than 5.8
million students have logged on.
With the 2000 unemployment rate
at a low of 4%, college students
working as summer interns
command wages up to $20 an
hour, along with compensation
packages, from high-tech and
Internet companies.
Q Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000.
The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the
popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also
wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
2000-2001
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Q A new computer video game called
"The Sims," which simulates the life of
a suburban family, develops a fanatical
following with teens. Players create the
characters and guide them through
building a house, furnishing it, finding
a career and running a family in their
pursuit of happiness.
CS The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller
coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park
in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up
to 92 miles per hour.
Maxis/Electronic Arts
D Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the
town of Whoville in an adaptation of
the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch
Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which
opens in November, is the highest
grossing film of 2000.
A Meet the Parents, starring Robert
De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in
October. The movie wins Favorite
Comedy Motion Picture at the
People's Choice Awards, and De Niro
earns a Golden Globe nomination.
igBrother ftMt
A in July, CBS launches "Big Brother," A UPN's weekly series "WWF
a reality-based show in which 10 Smackdown!" starring professional
people share living quarters for three wrestler The Rock is the network's
months until all but one are voted most-watched show in 2000, with
out. Viewers can monitor contestants 7.3 million viewers.
24/7 on the show's Web site.
A in December, Cast Away is
released, starring Tom Hanks as a
crash victim stranded on a desert
island for four years. For his nearly
one-man performance Hanks wins
Best Actor at the Golden Globes.
Koji Sasahara/AP/Wide World Photos
FLASH >>>
Q Gamers camp outside
electronics stores to
secure the long-awaited
Sony PlayStation 2, which
goes on sale in October
in limited quantities. The
new version allows users
to listen to CDs and watch
DVD movies in addition to
playing games.
The first big hit in 2001 is Save
the Last Dance, which opens in
January. The teen romance,
starring Julia Stiles and Sean
Patrick Thomas, earns close to
$50 million in its first two weeks.
Pay It Forward, a movie based on
the idea of performing random
acts of kindness, opens in October
starring Haley Joel Osment,
Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.
Tom Cruise reprises his role as
Ethan Hunt in the action sequel
Mission: Impossible 2. The May
release is summer's biggest box-office
draw and 2000's second-highest





D Popular television series prompt the introduction
of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants
To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.
In November, illusionist David
Blaine is encased in ice for 62
hours in New York's Times Square,
assisted only with air and
water tubes and a catheter. Blaine,
who was seeking notoriety over
national TV, survives the stunt but
requires hospitalization.
Russell Crowe becomes a
household name with the release
of Gladiator. The epic film wins
a Golden Globe Award for Best
Drama as well as an acting nod
for Crowe.
The year's hottest TV show is CBS's
"Survivor," in which 16 contestants
compete for a million dollars by surviving
on a tropical island for 39 days. More than
51 million viewers tune in for the final episode.
Based on its success, CBS launches a second






H Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with El AC II
benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney * HiOil
Spears' Oops.J Did it Again, Eminem's The Marshall Mathers
LP, Limp Bizkit's Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored
Water and Backstreet Boys' Black & Blue all break the
million-unit mark.
The Beatles begin 2001 atop the
Billboard album chart with the
album 1. The CD sells more
than 5 million copies over the
holiday season.
Sisqo, a member of the R&B
band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000.
The singer tops the singles chart
with "Incomplete" and "Thong
Song" and takes home awards
from Billboard and the American
Music Association.
D Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status
at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy




Q American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to
win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games
at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100-
and 2£ 0-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes
third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.
Q Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his
second consecutive Tour de France in
July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also
writes his autobiography It's Not About
the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
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Q The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA
championship, the franchise's first in 12 years.
The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of
the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.
FLASH >>>
The racing world is stunned when
NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr.,
a seven-time Winston Cup champion,
is killed on the last lap of the
Daytona 500 in February 2001.
NASCAR does not retire numbers,
but car owner Richard Childress
said he will never again race
Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.
in June, the New Jersey
Devils win their second Stanley
Cup in six seasons by defeating
defending champion Dallas Stars
four games to two in the finals.
Scott Stevens wins the Conn
Smythe Trophy for postseason MVP.
Q Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies
of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-





Q Paula Prince of Port Richey,
Florida, wins the sixth annual Ugly
Couch Contest, sponsored by a
slipcover manufacturer, with her
vintage 70s entry. Prince and two
other contest finalists appear on
ABC's "Live! With Regis" in October.
Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's
"Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed
reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest
ratings in its 31 -year history.
www.surefit.com/1-888-sureiit
Q Fred Rogers, host of the children's
PBS show "Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood," announces he will tie
his tennis shoes for the last time,
when his final new episode airs in
August 2001. Rogers will continue to
work on Web sites, books and special
museum projects.
A To observe society and learn
about himself, New Jersey native
Brett Banfe, 18, takes a one-year
vow of silence. He communicates
by e-mail, facial expressions and
business cards.
A Runner Maria Runyan, who is
legally blind, becomes the first U.S.
Paralympian to compete in the
Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the
1,500-meter run at the 2000 Summer
Games in Sydney, Australia.
A England celebrates the 100th
birthday of the Queen Mum, mother
of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The
beloved Mum becomes the oldest
living royal in the history of the
British Monarchy.
A in October, Slovenian climber
Davo Karnicar becomes the first
person to ski down Mount Everest.
Karnicar's two-mile descent down
the world's highest mountain
takes five hours.
H In honor of the late
cartoonist Charles M.
Schulz, 101 fiberglass
Snoopy statues — each in
a theme wardrobe— are
displayed in Schulz's hometown
of St. Paul. Several are
auctioned off in October
to raise money for
aspiring cartoonists.
FLASH
Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17,
starts a business filling in for
other gamers involved in an
online roleplaying game called
"Asheron's Call." Players are
required to put in hours of
game time to keep their online
characters powerful. Busy
executives pay Griffith up to
$40 an hour to play for them.
After a record 3,545 wins and
$81 million in earnings during
her 19-year career, jockey Julie
Krone becomes the first woman
inducted into the National Racing
Hall of Fame.
Q Controversial Indiana University
basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in
September after allegedly violating a
University-imposed code of conduct.
During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight
was often criticized for temper
outbursts. His dismissal provokes
student protest demonstrations.
What do you think?
Please give us your feedback on World Beat @ www.jostens.com/yearbook
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